
 

From the Desk of the ALA President – Steve Rossetti 

 

Quotes of note 

“Our people are the priority effort and I intend to champion a full range of initiatives to better the force. Character and 

culture matter- I will do my utmost to ensure we have a healthy command climate which fosters Army values at every 

installation, securing the well-being of our people. I will focus on making sure the Army can recruit, develop, train and 

retain the diverse talent it needs to remain the world’s premiere land force. Our Soldiers, Civilians and Families deserve the 

best quality of life possible and I will strive to continue improving our Army housing, healthcare, childcare, and spouse 

employment opportunities.”  Christine Wormuth, Secretary of the Army in a June 2 message to the troops.   

“Our industry CEOs are all saying the same thing — they have seen costs rise before, but they have never seen costs rise 

like this, let alone all at the same time.”  Industry expert on commodity price increases and inflation pressure.  

“The Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA) is assessing its current supply chain for resale products to identify feasible 

options for transforming the current DeCA Supply Chain to deliver “Best-in-Class” on-shelf product availability, provide 

greater DeCA accountability, control of supply system components, and eliminate non-value-added costs providing 

consistency with commercial best practices.”  A June 7 Commissary Agency notice to industry. 

“Previous evacuations have benefited from a coordinating body to ensure that all relevant stakeholders are engaged and 

held accountable. For that reason, we call on your administration to establish a President’s Interagency Task Force 

responsible for the visa management and evacuation of our Afghan allies before our withdrawal from the country. We also 

recommend that the President’s Interagency Task Force specifically consider the option of using Guam as a temporary 

evacuation site before moving our friends and allies to more permanent locations within the continental United States. In 

consultation with our colleague from Guam, if Guam is selected as a temporary evacuation site, we recommend that the 

Task Force to develop a robust vaccination and housing plan that defends against COVID-19 and its potential impacts on 

the local community. The Task Force should ensure that evacuation plans do not interfere with continued support of 

Afghan forces and officials in country and put in place expedited procedures for Afghans who may choose to be evacuated 

later as well.”  June 4 letter from members of Congress to the Secretary of Defense 

“The U.S. security commitment to [South Korea] is ironclad, and this visit provides the opportunity to listen to our allies’ 
security concerns and learn how we can strengthen our combined defense posture to ensure peace and stability in the 
region.” Admiral John Aquilino, U. SS. INDOPACOM chief during a visit to South Korea.  

“We are currently collaborating with the United States Department of Agriculture and General Counsel in Brussels on a 
request for exemption from the requirement list or receive a six-month waiver to complete the health certificates. The EU 
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certification for manufacturers/ supplier’s process takes a minimum of six weeks to complete without issues, and 
significantly longer obtaining health certificates for the dry composite meat/plant-based items,” DeCA COO Mike Dowling 
on dealing with European Union threats to the U.S. military supply chain.  

“To combat this problem, I recently introduced in the  House, alongside Rep. Salud Carbajal, D-Calif., the 

bipartisan Military Spouse Licensing Relief Act of 2021. A companion piece of legislation was also introduced in 

the Senate by Sens. Mike Lee, R-Utah, and Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif. The bill would give military spouses with 

valid professional licenses in one state reciprocity in another where their spouse is stationed on military orders. 

That means that if you are a licensed professional in one state, and your spouse is given new military orders to 

move to a new state, you do not have to go through the time, hassle, or financial stress of obtaining a new 

professional license”.  Rep. Mike Garcia on getting transferability of professional licenses to military families.   

“The base closure timelines are set for every base at this time and it is imperative that each individual has a ticket and 

knows the date they are departing.”   Army Contracting Command on the closure of the Bagram Air Base in Afghanistan.  

“There is zero chance of a good outcome…the whole thing is chaotic .”   David Sedney, experienced Afghan policy 
expert on the U.S. and NATO withdrawal from Afghanistan.  

“This is a great convenience for Fort Bliss Soldiers, families and Department of Army civilians.” “Food delivery services 

enhance the quality of life on post by providing yet another option for busy military families.”  Fort Bliss Garrison 

Commander Col. Stu James on the roll-out of an AAFES/Door Dash partnership.  

By the numbers 

0—The number of Defense Personnel and Readiness officials that have had their confirmation hearing 

scheduled even though they were nominated in April.   

200,000—Number of active-duty military who separate from the military each year.  

11—Number of locations where DeCA has implemented ClickToGo curbside service  

DoD installation travel restrictions.  90 percent of 230 installations travel restrictions are lifted.  

https://media.defense.gov/2021/Jun/09/2002738602/-1/-1/1/COVID-19-TRAVEL-RESTRICTIONS-INSTALLATION-

STATUS-UPDATE-JUNE-9-2021.PDF?source=GovDelivery 

Despite pandemic headwinds, AAFES delivers base community support.  Buffeted by the pandemic and battered by base 

gate and access restrictions, AAFES continued to deliver for base community programs in 2020, generating $153 million 

for critical military Quality-of-Life programs.  “While 2020 was a challenging year, the Exchange team leaned forward to 

deliver safe, sanitized and secure shopping to the communities we are honored to serve,” said Exchange Director/CEO 

Tom Shull. “The best customers in the world took notice and continued to do their part to strengthen quality-of-life 

support for Warfighters and their families, highlighting that it truly matters where you shop.”  In addition to the Army and 

Air Force, the Exchange serves Navy and Marine Corps communities at select locations and online. In 2020, dividends to 

each service totaled: 

• Army:             $89 million                          

• Air Force:       $48 million                    

• Marines:         $12 million                                

https://mikegarcia.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=255
https://media.defense.gov/2021/Jun/09/2002738602/-1/-1/1/COVID-19-TRAVEL-RESTRICTIONS-INSTALLATION-STATUS-UPDATE-JUNE-9-2021.PDF?source=GovDelivery
https://media.defense.gov/2021/Jun/09/2002738602/-1/-1/1/COVID-19-TRAVEL-RESTRICTIONS-INSTALLATION-STATUS-UPDATE-JUNE-9-2021.PDF?source=GovDelivery


• Navy:              $4 million 

In the past 10 years, the Exchange has contributed $2.1 billion to programs that support readiness and resiliency, 

including Child, Youth and School Services; Armed Forces Recreation Centers; and more.  

European Union import restriction update.  DeCA has provided information on the status of the health certification 

requirements on animal-based American products.  Chief Operating Officer Mike Dowling said that: 

“The Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA) is aggressively working on the health certificate issues mandated by the 

European Commission (EU). After DeCA received short notice from the EU of this new requirement, we received a “bye” 

for the total 451 containers that were enroute. The last of these exempt containers arrived into Rotterdam on April 15. 

The process of obtaining the health certificates are being fully expedited but it is labor intensive for all 185 suppliers 

affected. DeCA has issued a Notice to the Trade 21-66 to assist MDV in obtaining the data from the 

suppliers/manufacturers.”  

“We are currently collaborating with the United States Department of Agriculture and General Counsel in Brussels on a 

request for exemption from the requirement list or receive a six-month waiver to complete the health certificates. The EU 

certification for manufacturers/ suppliers’ process takes a minimum of six weeks to complete without issues, and 

significantly longer obtaining health certificates for the dry composite meat/plant-based items,” Dowling said.  

“DeCA argues that its shipments consist of U.S. products sold by U.S. commissaries and consumed by U.S. citizens 

stationed in Europe, therefore, there is no requirement for compliance,” Dowling added.    

ALA has learned that while some companies are striving to comply with the requirements, others aren’t.   ALA is also 

unaware of any stoppages of cargo to the region.  There are reports that some exchange and commissary managers are 

examining sources in Europe as a back-up to any supply disruptions.  We’ll give you more information as we get it.  

Cyberattacks provide new emphasis to protections at Defense and DoD policymakers are determining how and when the 

protections that are being put in place will affect commissary and exchange contractors.   DoD is expected to put out 

specific guidance on the applicability to resale contracts but it’s unclear at this time how any compliance instructions will 

be issued.  

To provide protection for DoD, a Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) is being implemented for Defense 

contractors in general.  

The CMMC Military Service - Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) is a program initiated by the United 

States Department of Defense (DoD) to measure their defense contractors' capabilities, readiness, and sophistication 

in cybersecurity. The CMMC requirement is an Amendment to Section 1640, NDAA FY18 (Public Law 115-91; 10 U.S.C. 

2224 for a Strategic Cybersecurity Program and Partially implements section 1648 of the FY20 NDAA PUBLIC LAW 

116–92—DEC. 20, 2019 

CMMC applies to prime contractors and subcontractors for the DoD.  CMMC's purpose is to protect against 

unauthorized disclosure of two types of information: 

Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI):  



-        Information that requires safeguarding or dissemination controls pursuant to and consistent with applicable law, 

regulations, and government-wide policies 

-        Federal Contract Information (FCI): Information, not intended for public release, that is provided by or generated for 

the Government under a contract to develop or deliver a product or service to the Government 

There are 5 different levels to CMMC compliance along with 17 domains (e.g., incident response, maintenance, 
configuration management, etc.). Level 1 is the most basic while Level 5 is the most advanced.  The DoD created the 
CMMC Accreditation Body, which will accredit CMMC Third Party Assessment Organizations (C3PAOs) and individual 
assessors.  Those C3PAOs or individual assessors will then perform CMMC assessments for certification.  The CMMC is not 
applicable to current contracts and will not impact all contracts until 2026. 

DeCA examining supply chain overhaul to gain accountability, control, and efficiencies.  A notice to industry last week 
said: “The Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA) is assessing its current supply chain for resale products to identify feasible 
options for transforming the current DeCA Supply Chain to deliver “Best-in-Class” on-shelf product availability, provide 
greater DeCA accountability, control of supply system components, and eliminate non-value-added costs providing 
consistency with commercial best practices. DeCA is embarking on market research to support these efforts and enhance 
delivery and availability of the commissary benefit.” 

The Agency wants the information by July 19.  

This past year, the Agency has held extensive “listening sessions” with suppliers up and down the chain.  Officials said 
that these sessions provided the basis for the next iteration in the decision-making process for supply chain 
management.  And DeCA executives have been expressing frustration with holes in shelves that have impacted patrons 
and sales. 

The notice said that the review applies to the “Contiguous United States or CONUS supply chain, which involves 
supplying food, beverage, personal care, and household products, including frozen and chill items.”  

The request is aimed at assessing alternatives to the current system including:  Comments on Potential Logistics Models 

·      A third-party logistics (3PL) relationship where the grocery chain takes ownership of the inventory at the 
distributor’s dock and pays a fee structure for warehousing and delivery to its stores. 

·      A traditional wholesale relationship where grocery chain takes ownership of the inventory upon delivery to a 
store. 

·      Or other models that can improve the supply chain  

The notice said that responsibilities for managing decisions SKU assortment, pricing, and promotions decisions, among 

other things will remain between DeCA and our supplier. 

The Agency notification is exploring:    

 One distribution center (per commissary): To the extent possible, DeCA would like to explore optimizing supply 

chain efficiencies and reducing costs by mapping one distribution center to each store. The objective is to scale 

store orders by minimizing the number of foods, beverage, personal care and household products, frozen and 

chilled product deliveries per store. The intent is to optimize the frequency of delivery, utilizing full trucks while 

providing continuous stock and minimizing backroom inventory. 



Distribution center to commissary radius: To maximize efficiency and availability of products and minimize 

premium transportation costs, as a recent analysis shows that the distribution center to commissary distance is 

within approximately 250 miles, barring exceptions for unique geography and transportation arteries. 

Questions asked in the notice included:  

·      Is your company capable of maintaining a high level of customer service (on time, in full) and control 
transportation costs, while setting a distribution center to commissary objective of generally no more than 250 
miles? 

·      How would that be accomplished?  

·      Do you have relevant examples??  

·      Which stores could you reasonably serve from your distribution centers? 

 Efficient Ordering: Do you have the capability to help optimize outbound store orders and develop fully cubed or 

weighted trucks-in bound 

Managing Health, Personal Care, and other “slow movers”: How do you manage slow moving items or categories? Is your 

system capable of using “sleeves or inners” as the distribution center to store transaction unit? 

 Private Brands: DeCA carries an assortment of private brands, the assortment of which must be considered as part of any 

response. Please provide comments on how your company does or could address these items. 

SKU Assortment: Like other large format grocery stores, DeCA carries a national SKU assortment with some regional and 

special interest variation to meet the varied needs of commissary patrons. Please provide comments on how your 

company could address DeCA’s assortment needs while being consistent with industry practices. 

Continuous Process Improvement: It is in the Government’s and commissary patrons’ best interests to maximize product 

quality, using established metrics for warehouse and delivery operations. How are such metrics used by your company?  

 Access to Military Installations: Proper identification and documentation to gain access to the military installations is the 

contractor’s responsibility under DeCA contracts. Could your company comply with this requirement? 

New MCCS financial processing platform promising more accurate and efficient payments goes live June 25.  MCX is going 

live with a new financial processing platform, Oracle Fusion. The tentative “go-live” date for the new system is Friday, 

June 25. 

MCX initially notified vendors on May 24 that if they did not submit invoices by June 4, payment would be delayed.   “A 

transition period from June 12 to June 25 will affect you, our vendors and contractors,” Johnston noted. “During this 

transition period from our existing processing platform to our new processing platform, the MCCS Shared Services Center 

(SSC) will not be able to process payments.  Payments will be delayed during the cutover period. 

Johnston said that Friday, June 11 is the last day MCCS will send an ACH payment or check using the legacy system for any 

invoice received and processed with a pay date of June 11 through July 5.  Invoices submitted after June 11 will be 

processed when the new processing platform is live. 



“We apologize for the inconvenience and appreciate your patience and cooperation as we move from our legacy 

processing to the new Oracle Fusion processing platform,” John Johnston, chief financial officer said.  “The Oracle Fusion 

system will allow us to process vendor payments more accurately and efficiently, making MCCS easier for you to do 

business within the future,” Johnston said.    “Should you have any questions, please direct them to your appropriate 

point of contact per the purchase order or your contract.” 

FAQ for MCCS Vendors  

This FAQ is provided as a follow up to the message from John Johnston, CFO, MCCS Business and Support, Global Business 

Services, sent May 24, 2021.   

 A transition period from June 12 to June 25 will affect you, our vendors, and contractors. During this transition period 

from our existing processing platform to our new processing platform, the MCCS Shared Services Center (SSC) will not be 

able to process payments.  

Timeline 

June 4 Vendors and contractors should send invoices to appropriate points of contact per 

their purchase order or contract by June 4 to help ensure invoices can be processed 

before the June 11 cutoff date 

June 11 The last day MCCS will send an ACH payment or check using the legacy system for 

invoices with a pay date of 11 June through 5 July 

June 12 to 25 Transition period from existing processing platform to new processing platform. At this 

time, the MCCS Shared Services Center (SSC) will not be able to process payments. 

June 25 Tentative “Go-Live” date for MCCS’s new financial processing platform, Oracle Fusion. 

July 6 MCCS begins issuing payments from the new financial processing platform.  

FAQ 

1.     What can I do to ensure my invoices are paid by the due date? 

Submit all invoices by June 4 to allow processing by June 11 (final check run out of legacy financial processing 

platform)  

2.     Will my payments be impacted (late or delayed)? 

If you submit your invoice by June 4, you may receive payment early since payments with a pay date between June 11 

and July 5 will be issued on or before June 11. Any invoices not submitted by June 4 may be late or delayed until we 

go live in our new financial processing platform. The earliest possible date for the payment to be issued in the new 

financial processing platform will be July 6  

3.     What happens if my invoice arrives after June 4? 

There is a strong possibility your invoice will not be processed in time to be issued on the June 11 check run. In that 

circumstance your invoice will be processed in the new financial processing platform, and the earliest possible date 

for the payment to be issued in the new financial processing platform will be July 6. 

4.     When can I expect invoices submitted after cutoff to be paid? 



Payments will be calculated based on your contract terms, but the earliest possible date for the payment to be issued 

in the new financial processing platform will be July 6.  

5.     Will this cutover transition change my payment method? 

No, you will receive payment in the same manner as before. 

6.     Do I need to delay shipment of product or delay services to MCCS? 

No, please do not stop shipping  

7.     Do I need to submit my invoice differently during this cutover transition to the new financial processing platform? 

No, please continue to submit your invoices in the same manner, however, the invoice will not be processed until we 

go live with the system June 25. 

8.     Do I need to submit my invoice differently with the new financial processing platform? 

No, please continue to submit your invoices in the same manner stated in your contract terms.  

Contact information:  

For questions regarding… Contact … 

Your contract Contracting officer or COR 

A purchase order (PO) Procurement point of contact 

Retail (MCX) vendors MCXCompliance@usmc-mccs.org 

Issuance of payment The MCCS Shared Services Center 

atssc.customersupport@usmc-mccs.org 

DeCA May sales.  DeCA posted a sales decline of 8.02% and $28,717,863 for May compared to May 2020, with FY21 YTD 

results reflecting a decline of 11.14% and $343,310,543.  

Third party shelf stocking expansion.  DeCA announced June 3 that it will expand use of a third party for stocking of 

frequent delivery brand items chill, frozen and grocery products effective July 1 at: Fort Belvoir, Va.; Keesler AFB, Miss.; 

Maxwell AFB, Ala.: and Memphis NSA, Tenn. 

Navy lodges open for business.  Most Navy Lodge locations around the world are now taking reservations for leisure travel 

on a space available basis. In Spring 2020, Navy Lodges began restricting leisure travel as its locations were used to 

accommodate guests placed on restriction of movement orders by their commands due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  “We 

are excited to welcome back our leisure travel guests,” said Chris Settelen, Vice President, Navy Exchange Service 

Command’s (NEXCOM) Navy Lodge Program. “While our primary mission is to support military members on permanent 

change of station orders or temporary duty, we are also here for our families who are enjoying time away from work and 

on vacation. It will be nice to see them back in our Navy Lodges.”  As has been done over the past year, Navy Lodges will 

continue to practice its ‘Shipshape and Squared Away’ cleaning protocols, providing a safe and secure environment for its 

guests. Breakfast has also been reintroduced and guests can utilize express check-out. In addition, in accordance with the 

Department of Defense (DoD) and Centers for Disease Control policies, and in concurrence with individual installation 

Commanding Officers, the Navy Exchange Service Command (NEXCOM) will no longer require fully vaccinated patrons or 

associates to wear a face mask while in a Navy Lodge. 

AAFES partners with Door Dash to deliver meals to troops.  The program was rolled out at Fort Bliss.  Four bases have 

rolled out the program including Fort Bliss from AAFES concessionaires including Charley’s Burger King, Boston Market, 

Popeyes, Arby’s and Einstein Bros. Bagels. “The Exchange is all in to strengthen Quality of Life support at Ft. Bliss,” said 

mailto:MCXCompliance@usmc-mccs.org
mailto:ssc.customersupport@usmc-mccs.org


Fort Bliss Exchange General Manager Michael Brennan. “We are looking forward to making food delivery a success as 

evaluation of opportunities to expand food delivery service to other installations continues.”  “This is a great convenience 

for Fort Bliss Soldiers, families and Department of Army civilians,” said Fort Bliss Garrison Commander Col. Stu James. 

“Food delivery services enhance the quality of life on post by providing yet another option for busy military families.” 

DeCA strives for quick, standard point of sale signage.  DeCA notified industry of the that are authorized to be placed at 

the POS shelf location. The labels and their priority are as follows: Women & Infant Children (WIC), varies by location Your 

Everyday Savings (YES!), Dietitian Approved Thumb (DAT), replacing the Nutritional Guide Program (NGP) label USDA 

Organic, Save More, Everyday Low Price (EDLP), and Compare & Save (Store Brand).  The Notice to Trade said that the 

store portal introduces new functionality that allows stores to create their own reports for products that should be 

labeled according to YES, DAT, & USDA Organic. 

Beauty vending machines.  Following their rollout at five stateside military bases, vending machines that sell wigs, 

eyelashes and ethnic hair products may be coming to more AAFES locations.    Beauty product vending machines by Sugar 

Intoxicated, a company based out of Williamsburg, Va., were installed this year at Lackland Air Force Base and Fort Sam 

Houston in Texas; Forts Lee and Belvoir in Virginia; and Fort Jackson, S.C., according to the Stars and Stripes.  Sugar 

Intoxicated and the Army and Air Force Exchange Service are eying more locations, including several overseas, based on 

the machines' success stateside, AAFES spokesperson Chris Ward said.  Sugar Intoxicated started as a kiosk at Fort Lee, 

where Duhart sold everything that she felt was missing at the exchange. Because of monthly drill obligations, she had to 

regularly close the shop. This is how the vending machine idea was created.  Ward said exchanges worldwide, including 

those in the Pacific region, carry more than 6,500 multicultural products to include cosmetics, hair, and skin care for all 

backgrounds, but they are open to feedback.  NEXCOM said they have no plans to acquire the vending machines for now 

but are developing a new department called Hair Zone that will feature multicultural hair care products.   spokeswoman 

Kristine Sturkie said in an email to Stars and Stripes on May 28.  "Over the last two years, NEXCOM has made an 

investment both in multicultural hair care products and assortment as well as their availability," especially outside the 

continental United States, based on patrons' feedback, said NEX’s Kristine Sturkie.    

AAFES rings in Army’s birthday with Military Star Card promotions.  June 14 is the Army’s 246th  Birthday and patrons get 

special Star Card deals including discounts at AAFES gas stations, restaurants, and main stores.  

Commissary healthy food push.  NTT 21-86—June 8 provided industry with Thinking Outside the Box (TOTB) 2022 meal 

plans for display periods 1-26. The TOTB program, which encompasses Dietician approved recipes, aims to encourage, 

and teach military members and their families how to cook more meals at home. The notice stated: “By doing so, healthy 

living is encouraged, and the basket size increases.  Continuing in 2022, in addition to shelf stable items for TOTB, we have 

elected to include more dairy, frozen, meat, and produce items in our recipes. Industry representatives are encouraged to 

review the TOTB item list and submit promotional opportunities, to include cooking demos, to the category managers in 

support of this program. If selected, not only will your item be highlighted as part of the Dietitian Approved Recipe, it will 

also be featured in our Commissary Sale's Flyer that is released each display period.” 

Ellsworth AFB expansion?  Congressional sources say that the Air Force is ready to formally announce that 

Ellsworth AFB will the first base to receive the B-21 bomber.  The announcement represents an economic boon 

for the western part of South Dakota, with the bomber expected to potentially double the size of the base’s 

personnel by bringing 3,000 more service members, Thune said. Construction projects for bomber hangars and 

other facilities are also expected. It currently hosts two squadrons that operate B -1 bombers, which are 

expected to eventually be phased out of military use. 

http://www.military.com/base-guide/lackland-air-force-base
http://www.military.com/base-guide/fort-sam-houston
http://www.military.com/base-guide/fort-sam-houston
http://www.military.com/base-guide/fort-jackson
http://www.military.com/base-guide/fort-lee


Pessimism on Afghan withdrawal.  Several experts are predicting dire consequences to the NATO and U.S. 
withdrawal from Afghanistan.    “There is zero chance of a good outcome,” says David Sedney, a deeply 
experienced Afghan policy hand in press reports.    “Large numbers of al-Qaida fighters and other foreign 
extremist elements aligned with the Taliban are located in various parts of Afghanistan,” he said in a review of 
the political and security situation between May 2020 and April 2021. “Al-Qaida continued to suffer attrition 
during the period under review, with a number of senior figures killed, often alongside Taliban associates while 
co-located with them.”  Sedney, who spent much of the past two decades either in Afghanistan or at the 
Pentagon working on Afghanistan policy, said in an interview that a major flaw in the U.S. withdrawal plan is that 
it includes removing all U.S. civilian contractors, whose work is central to the proper functioning of Afgha n 
military aircraft, radars, battlefield intelligence systems and other equipment.   “The whole thing is chaotic,” he 
said.  Another expert, John Sopko, the U.S. special inspector general for Afghanistan reconstruction, whose 
organization monitors U.S. efforts to rebuild and stabilize Afghanistan, said in March that the loss of contractor 
support is likely to be as devastating to Afghanistan as the departure of foreign troops.  

Concerns for contractors in Afghanistan.  If the Afghan government secures contractors on its own, possibly with Western 

financial support, the U.S. military would not be on the ground to provide security, according to press reports. The 

contractors also would not enjoy U.S. legal protections, and they would be subject to Afghan law, which would mean the 

companies would be likely to charge much higher fees, experts said. 

Apart from sustaining more than 170 aircraft, U.S.-funded contractors also maintain thousands of armored vehicles and 

personnel carriers for the Afghan army and police. 

"In the absence of contract maintenance support, within some number of months you will have an Afghan air force that 

has pretty significantly reduced capability — i.e., you can't fly — and an Afghan army that can't move," said Jonathan 

Schroden, special operations program director for the Center for Naval Analyses, a federally funded research center. 

U.S.-funded contractors are crucial for almost every aspect of the Afghan military's operations, helping to maintain radio 

communications gear, surveillance balloons, radar for artillery, logistical networks, fuel supplies and even the 

government's system for paying troops. Their absence, coupled with the withdrawal of U.S. troops and air power, has a 

psychological as well as a practical effect, experts said. 

Officials with the U.S. military's training mission in Afghanistan said last year that without logistical and other assistance 

from contractors, "no airframe can be sustained as combat effective for more than a few months," according to a Defense 

Department inspector general's report.  Over the years, efforts to reduce the Afghan government's dependence on 

outside contractors have fallen far short of the Pentagon's objectives, according to reports by the special inspector 

general for Afghanistan reconstruction.  The Pentagon had set a goal to have the Afghan air force carry out 80 percent of 

its required aircraft maintenance by 2023.  U.S. advisers and contractors have also overseen regular maintenance 

schedules for aircraft, which Afghan military commanders have tended to ignore as they focused on the immediate 

demands of combat, Schroden said. 

Contract awards.  LifePort LLC, Woodland, Washington, $42,000,000 contract for medical equipment and accessories for 

the Defense Logistics Agency Electronic Catalog.   San Antonio Shoe, San Antonio, Texas, awarded $25,423,460 contract 

for men’s and women’s athletic shoes.  Vanquish Worldwide LLC, * Knoxville, Tennessee, was awarded a $258,798,380 

hybrid contract for logistics support services, including maintenance, supply, and transportation. Work will be performed 

in Fort Polk, Louisiana 

Aid for Navy families.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.   Military Families in NEXCOM’s Northeast Region received a surprise 

when they were told their NEX layaways were being paid off.   In all, 150 families had their layaway balances totaling 

https://www.cna.org/experts/Schroden_J
https://www.cna.org/experts/Schroden_J
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/we-will-kill-you-thousands-afghans-who-helped-u-s-n1266744


nearly $48,000 paid in full by the non-profit organization Pay Away the Layaway, Inc.  NEXCOM’s Northeast Region 

includes several other exchanges that were involved in the layaway promotion, including Washington State’s NBK Bangor 

and NAS Whidbey Island.  The Mathew Phillips family could not have been more surprised with the news that their 

layaway had been paid off.   “They arrived at the store with their U-Haul trailer ready to pay off and then transport their 

new refrigerator, washer and dryer to their new home,” said Yvonne Parker, a retail divisional manager based here. “After 

the shock, then disbelief, then a grateful conversation, we loaded their goods in the back of their trailer. We saw a lot of 

giggles and smiles from the Phillips family before they left!”     The program, Pay Away the Layaway, is a registered non-

profit organization whose mission, according to its website at https://payawaythelayaway.org/ “is to inspire hope and 

help families pay off layaway balances that include gifts for their children.”  Since 2016, Pay Away the Layaway has helped 

nearly 950 military families around the world pay off over $200,000 in layaway balances. 

Here to stay.  Reaffirming commitment to South Korea.  Adm. John Aquilino reaffirmed the United States’ commitment to 
“peace, security, and prosperity” during his first trip to South Korea as the head of Indo-Pacific Command.   “The U.S. 
security commitment to [South Korea] is ironclad, and this visit provides the opportunity to listen to our allies’ security 
concerns and learn how we can strengthen our combined defense posture to ensure peace and stability in the region.” 
Admiral John Aquilino, INDOPACOM chief during a visit to South Korea.  

EU digital wallet.  The European Union is set to unveil plans for a bloc-wide digital wallet on Wednesday, following 

requests from member states to find a safe way for citizens to access public and private services online.  The app will 

allow citizens across the EU to securely access a range of private and public services with a single online ID, according to a 

report by the Financial Times.    The digital wallet will securely store payment details and passwords and allow citizens 

from all 27 countries to log onto local government websites or pay utility bills using a single recognized identity, the 

newspaper said, citing people with direct knowledge of the plans.  The EU-wide app can be accessed via fingerprint or 

retina scanning among other methods and will also serve as a vault where users can store official documents like the 

driver's license, the newspaper reported.  Use of the digital wallet will not be mandatory but those who did sign up would 

benefit from an extra-secure digital presence and flexibility, those involved with the project told the FT.  EU officials will 

enforce a structural separation to prevent companies that access user data from using the wallet for any other 

commercial activity such as marketing new products.  Brussels is engaged in talks with member states to provide 

guidelines on technical standards for rollout of the digital wallet, which is expected to be fully operational in about a year, 

according to the newspaper. 

Hub and spoke basing.  Pacific Air Force has been employing over the last few years, the strategy of Agile Combat 

Employment (ACE.  The tenets of ACE, said General Kenneth Wilsbach, Pacific Air Force Commander.   is that in lieu of 

forces being built upon large bases, is to instead disperse those forces to many hubs and spokes so that they would be 

moving about between the hubs and spokes multiple times per day and multiple times per week giving them agility and 

mobility.  “It creates a targeting problem for any adversary because not only would they have to target the hubs, but they 

would also have to target the spokes. And that really dilutes the amount of firepower that they can put down on any one 

of those targets” he said.  

Caral Spangler nominated for Assistant Secretary of the Army, Financial Management and Comptroller.  Spangler is a long-

time Defense finance expert with stints at the DoD and Service level.   

CGX Presents Scholarships to High School Seniors.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.  The Coast Guard Exchange (CGX) recently 

awarded its two $2,000 annual scholarships to outstanding eligible high school seniors to help them pay for college.  One 

of these scholarships went to Lydia Sweeney, a senior at the Norfolk Academy, Va., while the other was awarded to 

Quinlin Haglund, a senior at Waterford High School, Waterford, Conn. 

https://payawaythelayaway.org/


The Coast Guard Exchange Scholarship Program provides scholarships to students who are dependents of Coast Guard 

active duty, Reserve, retired Coast Guard military members, current civilian employees and current Coast Guard 

Auxiliarists who meet certain eligibility requirements.   These scholarships are awarded based upon academic 

achievements, accomplishments, interests, and demonstrated leadership in both school and volunteer activities. 

NEXCOM Partners with SVS For Rewards Loyalty Program.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.  The Navy Exchange Service 

Command (NEXCOM) and Stored Value Solutions (SVS), a leading gift card program manager, announced an extended 

partnership to power the NEXt Level Rewards Loyalty Program.  The Loyalty Program was launched on April 1, 2021, in 

conjunction with NEXCOM's 75th Anniversary. "We are proud to launch this first-to-market loyalty program for the Navy 

Exchange,” said Jeremy Sherman, vice president (VP), Marketing Innovations and Insights for NEXCOM. “We want to give 

a little back and personalize the experience for our customers.”  Sherman said that by working with SVS, “We can give 

shoppers monthly rewards delivered right to their email, that can be stored in their mobile wallet, so they are easy to 

use."  "We are excited to bring the digital gift card technology that allows these rewards to be safely sent to all Navy 

Exchange customers and participants in the NEXt Level Rewards Loyalty Program," said Mark Schatz, president of SVS. 

"SVS has partnered with NEXCOM to deliver a state-of-the-art experience that allows customers to safely receive their 

email reward and store it in a convenient, easy-to-use fashion,” he said.  “The card balance will be secure and available 

anytime a customer shops at the Navy Exchange."  Each time a customer shops in store or online and provides their 

information, they will earn rewards. The more they shop, the more rewards customers will earn. 

Consumers will receive a $10 reward, to be used on their next visit to the Navy Exchange, simply for signing up for the 

program. Monthly rewards will then be sent based on how much the customer shops with the Navy Exchange. Rewards 

will be emailed to customers and can be stored in Apple Wallet, with Google reportedly coming soon  

ALA food service expansion positions association to cover the entire food ecosystem of military bases.  The military 

foodservice industry spans the globe contributing to the readiness and well-being of the Armed Forces. The American 

Logistics Association (ALA) and its member companies will be working with key policy makers to advance an agenda to 

advocate for policies and programs that increase communication between the Government and industry to meet the 

needs and desires of active-duty service members while fostering enhanced business practices for the Services  

ALA has formed a Foodservice Council to address relevant issues.  “The leadership of our organization is prepared to 

bridge the gaps that exist between industry and DOD general foodservice. The goal is to improve the quality of life of 

Servicemembers while enhancing business practices between industry and the DOD agencies,” said Steve Rossetti, 

President of the Association.  “The addition of our foodservice partners builds on an already strong presence in the 

military commissary and exchange program that provides vital products and services globally for the military and their 

families with many of the ALA manufacturers and brokers already having a major presence in military foodservice,” 

Rossetti said.  “Enhancing the synergy of these channels will strengthen them all,” he added. 

Retired Army Sergeant- Major David Staples has joined the ALA team to advance this agenda.  Dave brings decades of 

food service experience both in government and industry.  The ALA has a long history of serving military service members 

by protecting the resale benefit and the quality-of-life programs they support. As a modern, best practices trade 

association, ALA continues to partner with the military resale system, industry, DOD, and Congress to enhance the service 

members’ experience within appropriated and non-appropriated activities. 

ALA currently provides key services to its members and business partners: 

▪ Work proactively with the Defense Logistics Agency and the logistics 



organizations of the Armed Forces to enhance members’ ability to understand and improve operations to include 

cataloging, menu development and operating in the pandemic environment.   

▪ Expedite introduction of new products to military food service outlets.   
▪ Provide the Services and DLA information and trends impacting general foodservice operations, specifically as it 

applies to the critical 18-30-year-old demographic. 
▪ Educate policymakers, both in the Administration and on Capitol Hill, of processes and policies that can advance 

and modernize military food service.  
▪ Represent the members’ interest at all levels of the legislative and regulatory process 
▪ Foster understanding between industry and DOD to address issues 
▪ Provide a forum for advocacy 
▪ Facilitate world class public relations and communications 
▪ Promote training and education 
▪ Seek innovation and technology to enhance business processes 

Military general foodservice is comprised of appropriated and non-appropriated sectors. The need to address the 

concerns of manufacturers, prime vendor distributors and the military and government agencies, which are responsible 

for appropriated and non-appropriated feeding, is an under-served element which ALA seeks to provide advocacy and 

strength.   More news on the Council will be announced, in the coming weeks, outlining the objectives the American 

Logistics Association wishes to address in 2021. If you have interest in knowing more about this new initiative, please 

contact Bob Ellis at bellis@ala-national.org or call 202-466-2520.   

Consumer packaged goods saw year-over-year growth of 8% during the past quarter with annualized sales at nearly $1.6 

trillion.   Within the quarter, each month proved to have higher demand than every month last year apart from March 

2020, when panic buying sent CPG consumption skyrocketing. This January brought a 15% year-over-year increase in 

demand while February saw a 12.1% increase, with winter storms factoring into the slowdown, according to the 

Consumer Brands Association.   

March posted a 1.4% year-over-year decline, but that’s compared with a massive 21% spike the year before. To put the 

percentages in perspective, the annualized sales — a reflection of demand — of $1.65 trillion this March were only 

slightly lower than the $1.68 trillion in the panic-buying month a year before and the highest number seen throughout the 

pandemic since then. 

The continued — and higher — demand seems at odds with vaccinated Americans spending less time homebound. At the 

same time, consumer confidence, personal consumption and disposable income are all up, which appears to be feeding 

increased CPG sales. Disposable personal income in current dollars surged 32% during the first quarter, spurred by 

stimulus payments, unemployment insurance benefits and tax refunds. While most of the income growth was attributable 

to government payments, employment gains created additional purchasing power, helping to lift spending in March by 

11% year-over-year. The savings rate also rose to its second-highest level on record at 27.6%. 

There are areas that can be expected to grow as pre-pandemic behavior reemerges. While the CPG industry has largely 

experienced unprecedented demand, some manufacturing, particularly for food service items like ice cream or popcorn 

for events or in-store experiences, will see some resurgence. 

Further, as more people resume normal activities, spending is concentrating in areas that reflect a return to relative 

normal. In the first quarter, there were notable increases in personal care product sales, suggesting Americans are getting 

ready to get out in public again. From just February to March, spending on hair, dental and shaving products was up 7.1% 

and cosmetics spending increased by 7.2%. Cosmetics spending was up 23.5% year-over-year in March. 

mailto:bellis@ala-national.org


All the demand has contributed to a supply chain at its breaking point. Every link in the chain is adding costs right now — 

ingredients and inputs, packaging material, labor and shipping — and it could be a long time before the supply chain 

catches up with demand. 

These challenges are not unique to CPG. Other industries are experiencing dramatic increases in costs across their supply 

chains as well. As people across the globe were forced to work and study at home, sales of computers and technology 

equipment spiked. That, in turn, contributed to a shortage of semiconductors — the chips inside devices as varied as 

smartphones, ventilators, cars and fighter jets — and a ripple effect for industries from toymakers to auto parts 

manufacturers. Meanwhile, the housing industry has been reeling from the skyrocketing cost of lumber, which is adding 

an average of $24,000 to the cost of building a new home. 

When consumer demand goes up, manufacturers buy more raw inputs and materials. Producer prices rose 4.2% year-

over-year in March, the biggest increase since 2011. 

The Producer Price Index from the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics tracks more than 1,500 commodities. And everything 

from aluminum to oil seeds has been growing more expensive since early in the pandemic. 

“The increased costs to make and ship CPG products have been edging up for a year,” Freeman said. “The industry has 

absorbed as much cost as it could manage, but it has reached a breaking point after more than a year in a relentless 

demand cycle.” 

The lumber shortage that is contributing to housing costs is also affecting CPG products like toilet paper, diapers, paper 

towels and others that are dependent on wood pulp, a key commodity that has risen more than 20% in cost in the last 

year. 

Raw materials for other CPG products are also hitting the industry hard. Bloomberg’s Agriculture Spot Index tracks key 

farm products and reported its biggest surge in almost nine years. As Bloomberg reported, “With global food prices 

already at the highest since mid-2014, this latest jump is being closely watched because staple crops are a ubiquitous 

influence on grocery shelves — from bread and pizza dough to meat and even soda.” 

Echoing the Bloomberg Index, the Commodity Research Bureau Foodstuffs Index of agricultural commodities like butter, 

sugar and grains is up 15% this year. Soybeans and wheat are at their highest points since 2014. 

Corn is the highest it’s been since 2013, up 16% during April, following increases every month since July. Corn is a key 

ingredient for many CPG products, but also for goods in other industries. As Axios’ Dion Rabouin explained, “The price of 

corn is especially important because it is a major input for everything from gasoline to meat to industrial products like 

wallboard and insulation used in houses.” 

The costs go far beyond what is inside the package: The packaging itself costs more. Aluminum, plastic 

resin, cardboard and other common packaging materials are all up and part of a cascade of increasing costs that CPG 

companies are no longer able to absorb. 

Necessary for everything from canned food to beer and soda cans, aluminum is experiencing highs not seen since 

2015. The Platts Midwest aluminum transaction premium recently hit a 29-month high of $.21 per pound, more than 

double the $.08 per pound in May 2020. The price increases are compounded by Section 232 tariffs that add cost to 

aluminum imported into the United States. 

“Our industry CEOs are all saying the same thing — they have seen costs rise before, but they have never seen costs rise 

like this, let alone all at the same time,” Freeman said. 
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Quarterly employment for the CPG industry ended the first quarter at 2.07 million, an increase of 7,000 jobs or 0.4 

percent from the fourth quarter of 2020. After losing 130,000 jobs at the outset of the pandemic, recovery was quick and 

remains strong. 

Hiring overall has slowed, with the latest jobs report showing lower-than-expected increases. But compared with the 

broader economy, CPG jobs have recovered faster. CPG jobs were down just 1.3% year-over-year in March, a contrast 

with a 4.5% decline in total non-farm employment. 

But restoring — or exceeding — job levels seen prior to COVID-19 poses significant challenges as the labor market 

tightens. In February, the broader manufacturing industry had 538,000 job openings on a seasonally adjusted basis. 

Other industries are competing for talent and further heating up the labor market. Fast food restaurants have particularly 

struggled and have reported increasing pay, offering signing bonuses and, in the case of Chipotle, giving free college 

tuition to employees who work at least 15 hours a week after only four months on the job. 

Despite a national unemployment rate of 6.1%, the Wall Street Journal reported that some workers still fear getting or 

spreading COVID-19, struggle with childcare challenges, lack skills needed for available jobs, are unwilling to change 

career paths, or that “many people are receiving more in unemployment benefits than they would earn in available jobs.” 

There are arguments that unemployment is still too high and that wages have not gone up enough to signal a labor 

shortage. Heidi Shierholz, senior economist and director of policy at the Economic Policy Institute, told the Washington 

Post, “When you don’t see wages growing … you can be fairly certain that labor shortages, though possibly happening in 

some places, are not a driving feature of the labor market. And right now, wages are not growing at a rapid pace.” 

However, CPG industry wages are growing faster than the national average. Its workforce has shown up at a critical 

moment and the industry, in turn, has shown up for its workforce. BLS data shows wages for food manufacturing were 

3.1% higher in March than the same month a year earlier. By comparison, nationwide non-farm wages declined 0.8% in 

the same period. 

Labor issues are even more pronounced in the trucking industry, where high consumer demand and a tight freight market 

collide. Knight-Swift Transportation, the largest truckload carrier in North America, reported raising wages for recently 

certified drivers by 40% or more. 

“In our view, this is the tightest driver market we have seen in our nearly three decades of being involved in the trucking 

sector,” Cowen & Co. transport analyst Jason Seidl said. 

Cass Information Systems reported that per-mile truckload costs rose 8.1% in February from the previous year. The spot 

or last-minute truckload market shows even more aggressive increases. With far more loads than trucks, DAT Solutions 

LLC found the average cost to hire a big rig rose 41.9%, to $2.65 a mile. 

The capacity challenges are exacerbated by the fact that filling orders for new trucks is being slowed by other supply chain 

issues. Specifically, the semiconductor shortage hurting many industries is also affecting delivery of new trucks that 

require the chips to operate. 

In addition to trucking capacity issues, fuel prices are up. A gallon of diesel is up 68.7 cents per gallon in the last year. U.S. 

trucks go through 22 billion gallons of diesel a year, according to the Diesel Technology Forum. The CPG industry accounts 

for one-fifth of all freight and would use approximately 4.4 billion gallons of diesel, adding up to more than $3 billion in 

added fuel costs compared with last year. 
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Beyond products moving by road, many raw materials from overseas are coming into congested U.S. ports. The ship stuck 

in the Suez Canal in March added to the problem and created even more backlog. Once items do make it onshore, moving 

them requires more reliance on the spot market. As DAT Principal Analyst Dean Croke explained, “It’s going to keep 

capacity tight and keep spot rates high.” 

All this lands at a pivotal time. More consumers are using e-commerce options, putting additional stress on the shipping 

market as even more goods flow into ports and move via truck, shaking up the delivery model. Nearly half (47%) of 

American consumers have tried online ordering for grocery products during COVID-19 and most (77%) plan to continue 

after the pandemic. 

Derek Leathers, CEO of Nebraska-based carrier Werner, said in an earnings call, “I don’t think that you’re going to see any 

capacity relief coming in 2021.” 

As the United States continues emerging from the pandemic and states announce further reopening plans, some of the 

demand could ease. Exactly how and when the cost pressures will let up is a matter for debate, though some economists 

feel it will be a year or even two before demand lessens. 

“Relentless demand drove costs up to record highs and it’s not clear when demand will alleviate,” Freeman said. “For our 

industry — companies that say they have never seen an environment like this — we should be asking what other levers 

can be pulled to reduce pressures on the system.” 
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Grocery e-commerce firm ShopHero has been acquired by Dot Foods, the largest food industry redistributor in North 

America, the companies announced on Thursday.   The acquisition will boost ShopHero’s presence in the online grocery 

platform space, the two companies’ CEOs said in the announcement. The companies did not disclose the financial terms 

of the transaction.    In a note to customers and partners, ShopHero said they can expect to see increased levels of service 

as the company looks to expand its online capabilities.  Freshop, another grocery e-commerce provider that works with 

independents, was acquired at the start of the year by technology company NCR. The acquisitions in the grocery e-

commerce space follow an online shopping boom spurred by the pandemic, which has accelerated online grocery 

adoption. Last fall, Mercatus and research firm Incisiv projected e-commerce will account for 21.5% of total grocery sales, 

worth $250 billion, by 2025. 

Hy-Vee Google partnership.  HyVee has entered a wide-ranging partnership with online technology and services giant 

Google to enhance its omnichannel shopping experience.  Under the multiyear agreement, it will tap Google’s suite of 

solutions and services — powered by the Google Cloud platform — to “stay on the cutting edge of digital technology” by 

bringing “new and unique innovation” to in-store and online customers. Projects will run the gamut from making the Hy-

Vee Aisles Online grocery shopping service more convenient to integrating the Midwestern grocer’s virtual dietitian 

services and to enabling customers to schedule COVID-19 shots and other vaccinations online.  “The pandemic 

accelerated many digital initiatives for Hy-Vee as consumers shifted the way they shopped at our stores,” according to 

Aaron Wiese, president of digital growth, and co-chief operating officer at Hy-Vee. “Google Cloud is helping us provide a 

unique and more personalized experience as we work to integrate all our digital platforms and look to further simplify the 

customer’s interaction with our services, whether that be in our aisles in person or online.”  

The integration of Google Cloud services also will extend to Hy-Vee’s customer loyalty program, including the Hy-Vee Plus 

membership, launched in December. The grocer noted that it has been working to provide more perks and benefits to 

shoppers, such as more personalized coupons, an integrated shopping experience across its app, and a better online 

shopping experience.  Partnering with Google will help Hy-Vee keep pace with fast-changing digital shopping trends, the 

retailer said, adding that the pandemic spurred more customers to shop online and stoked demand in its virtual shopping 

space.  

At the end of March, Albertsons Cos. unveiled a similar partnership with Google. Under the sweeping, multiyear pact, the 

nation’s second-largest supermarket retailer said it’s working with a variety of teams at Google on a range of solutions to 

bring more efficiency to customers both in-store and online. Efforts include integrating Google Search and Maps to help 

shoppers locate products more easily, streamlining the checkout process with Google Pay, and leveraging Google Cloud 

artificial intelligence (AI) technologies such as Vision AI, Recommendations AI and Business Messages into operations to 

build a predictive grocery engine.   

740,000 phones for Walmart workers.  Walmart announced Thursday it’s launching Me@Walmart, a new workplace app 

that allows associates to schedule shifts, clock in, troubleshoot daily tasks and, eventually, replenish products more 

efficiently. As part of the rollout, Walmart plans to offer new Samsung Galaxy smartphones, along with a case and 

protection plan, to more than 740,000 of its almost 1.6 million U.S. workers by the end of the year, free of charge. 

Associates can only use the new app’s tools while working but will be able to use the device for personal use.  In a blog 

post, Drew Holler, Walmart’s senior vice president of people operations and Kellie Romack, vice president of product and 

associate experience, said the move reflects retail’s rapid evolution and the need to retain and satisfy associates.  

Walmart is betting that providing new smartphones to employees will improve efficiency and make the retailer appear as 

an attractive place to work. But privacy concerns may make workers wary of the program. Walmart addressed these 

concerns in its BYOD initiative, noting that while it can view specs like battery level, phone number, operating system and 
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carrier, it can’t view personal data like web activity, personal emails and photos. And it said in Thursday’s announcement 

that it will not have access to personal data on the new devices.   

Labor shortages hamper growth.  The tight labor market is hampering new restaurant and supermarket openings, 

putting a potential check on growth in a food industry that is being reshaped by the pandemic.  Many food sellers are 

adding stores to capitalize on high consumer spending as Americans emerge from a year spent largely at home. But 

grocers and restaurants say they are struggling to hire all the workers they want for these stores. They are adding perks 

and bonuses to entice job seekers and, in some cases, delaying openings.  Grocer Earth Fare said it is offering more jobs 

on the spot as it seeks to hire hundreds of people at five new stores in North Carolina, Ohio and elsewhere this year. 

Some supermarkets are adding referral and signing bonuses. 

There were a record-high 8.1 million unfilled jobs at the end of March, according to the Labor Department, including 

993,000 at restaurants and hotels and 878,000 at stores. Businesses that can’t fill jobs may close a part of a restaurant, 

stock shelves more slowly or serve fewer customers—accommodations that could reduce sales and, economists say, 

act as a brake on what otherwise is expected to be strong economic growth this year. 

  

 


